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Abstract

Energy-saving for the LTE-A network with relay nodes in TDD mode is addressed in this paper, and integrated sleep
scheduling schemes for relay nodes and user devices under a base station are designed. The authors’ two
previously proposed ideas, namely, Load-Based Power Saving (LBPS) and Virtual Time, are adopted in the design, and
two strategies, namely, top-down and bottom-up each with three LBPS schemes are proposed. In the top-down
strategy, the load as well as the channel quality on the backhaul link is first considered to determine the sleep
pattern for all relay nodes, and then the sleep schedule for UEs under each relay node is determined accordingly.
On the contrary, the load and the channel quality on the access links are first considered and then integrated into
the sleep schedule on the backhaul link. Two associated mechanisms for the proposed LBPS schemes to operate in
the virtual time domain are also proposed in the paper, i.e., calculation of the virtual subframe capacity and the
mapping mechanisms from the virtual time to the actual time. The benefit of the proposed schemes in power
saving over the standard-based scheme is demonstrated by the simulation study, and the bottom-up scheme of
BU-Split outperforms the other schemes under equally distributed input load as well as the hotspot scenario.
Discussion on the tradeoff of the processing overhead and the performance for the proposed schemes is presented
in the paper.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Long-Term Evolution [1], denoted by LTE, and its
successor LTE-Advanced [2], denoted by LTE-A, have
become the major mobile communications technology
and have been rapidly deployed worldwide to provide
versatile services and attract more users in recent years.
In order to extend the coverage area and provide higher
transmission rates for User Equipment (denoted by UE)
at the cell edge, the idea of relay node (denoted by RN)
was proposed in the standard of LTE-A. However, the
introduction of RN in the LTE-A network inevitably
complicates technical issues such as interference mitiga-
tion, radio resource management, and packet transmis-
sion scheduling.
On the other hand, since there are two transmission

directions in LTE/LTE-A, namely, uplink (denoted by

UL) and downlink (denoted by DL), two modes of
duplex transmission are specified in the standard of
LTE/LTE-A: frequency division duplex (denoted by
FDD) and time division duplex (denoted by TDD). In the
mode of FDD, two different and sufficiently separated
frequency bands are used for each of the directions
respectively. In the mode of TDD, UL transmission and
DL transmission share a single frequency band in a
time-sharing manner. For the LTE network without RN,
seven different TDD configurations are defined. Differ-
ent numbers of DL and UL subframes are designated in
different configurations in a time period of 10 ms to
provide flexibility in resource management for both
directions.
Combination of RN with TDD creates a complicated

network environment since there are two radio links
between DeNB and UEs. The radio link between DeNB
and RNs is called the backhaul link. The radio link
between an RN and its attached UEs is called the access
link. Technical issues concerning about the combination
of RN and TDD include (1) dynamic TDD configuration
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for the radio links, (2) radio resource allocation and
assignment for the two-hop transmission, (3) interfer-
ence reduction among the base stations, relays, and user
devices, (4) energy-conserving mechanisms for user
devices as well as the core network, etc.

1.2 Methodology
For many years, we have been researching the energy-
saving issue in mobile and wireless communications,
and the idea of Load-Based Power Saving (denoted by
LBPS) was proposed for sleep scheduling in the wireless
network of IEEE 802.16 in our previous work [3]. The
idea of LBPS was also extended to support sleep sched-
uling in LTE [4, 5]. In this paper, we are focusing on a
more general and complicated network environment in
which there are a number of RNs under the same base
station of DeNB in the mode of TDD. The challenge in
designing a sleep scheduling mechanism for RNs and
UEs in TDD lies in the two-hop transmission from the
DeNB to UEs. There are two issues to be dealt with.
Firstly, transmission scheduling and sleep scheduling for
RNs and UEs should be properly coordinated in order to
maximize power saving efficiency. Secondly, since the
TDD configuration with the presence of RN affects not
only the backhaul link but also the access link, there
should be an efficient way to regulate the arrangement
of resource on both links and to better support sleep
scheduling. The first step in our methodology is to deal
with TDD configuration by extending the authors’ previ-
ously proposed idea of virtual time to support two-hop
transmission. The second step is to design a hierarchical
sleeping scheme based on LBPS to cover all RNs and
attached UEs under the DeNB. As will be shown, there
are two directions in the hierarchical design, top-down
and bottom-up, each with three proposed sleep schedul-
ing schemes. Power saving efficiency of the proposed
schemes is demonstrated by the simulation study.
The rest of the paper is structured as in the following.

Firstly, a brief introduction for LTE-A RN, TDD, and
the previous work of LBPS is presented in Section 2. In
Section 3, two strategies each with three integrated
power saving schemes are explained. In Section 4, the
results of performance comparison by simulation study
are presented. The conclusion of the paper is presented
in Section 5.

2 Related work
2.1 LTE-A RN and TDD
The advantages of using RN in LTE-A include increas-
ing network density, extending network coverage, and
rapid network roll-out. There are two methods of oper-
ation concerning the carrier frequency for an RN to
operate on inband and outband. An inband RN uses the

same frequency band for the backhaul link and the ac-
cess link. The backhaul link and the access link of an
outband RN operate on different carrier frequency
bands. Two basic types of RN are proposed in LTE-A:
Type 1 and Type 2. A Type 1 RN, which is a Layer 3
device, controls its cell with its own identity and trans-
mits its own synchronization information as well as
reference symbols. Type 1 RNs is inband RNs and pro-
vides half-duplex transmission for UL and DL directions.
Moreover, a type 1 RN acts as if it is a Release 8 eNodeB
to the UEs for backward compatibility. A type 2 RN,
which is a Layer 2 device, does not operate its own cell
and acts as an extension of the main cell so that UEs
cannot distinguish a type 2 RN from the Donor eNB
(DeNB). In this paper, we focus on type 1 RN.
When a type 1 RN receives data from the DeNB on the

backhaul link, Multimedia Broadcast Single-Frequency
Network (MBSFN) subframes are used to mute transmis-
sion on the access link. That is, by designating some
subframes on the access link as MBSFN subframes, a type
1 RN transmits empty MBSFN subframes with only control
signals to the UEs and then receives transmission from the
DeNB. On the other hand, in order to provide flexibility for
resource management of DL and UL transmissions, seven
TDD configurations are defined in LTE for transmission
between eNB and UEs as shown in Table 1. Different num-
bers and positions of DL and UL subframes are designated
within a radio frame of 10 ms in different TDD configura-
tions. Due to the requirements of MBSFN subframes and
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) operation, there
are 19 configurations specified by 3GPP for type 1 RNs in
the mode of TDD as displayed in Table 2. Note that since
subframes 0, 1, 5, and 6 cannot be configured as MBSFN
subframes, these four subframes cannot be used by the
backhaul link, which excludes configuration 0 and configur-
ation 5 to be used by the relay cell (i.e., the access link).
Research work involving RN and TDD in the literature

includes (1) resource allocation schemes and packet
transmission scheduling to achieve high system through-
put and maintain fairness among UEs [6–8]. (2) Interfer-
ence reduction mechanisms among neighboring base

Table 1 TDD configuration in LTE

DL/UL
configuration

Subframe no.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 D S U U U D S U U U

1 D S U U D D S U U D

2 D S U D D D S U D D

3 D S U U U D D D D D

4 D S U U D D D D D D

5 D S U D D D D D D D

6 D S U U U D S U U D

Note: D DL subframe; U UL subframe; S special subframe
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stations and relays [9–12]. (3) Dynamic TDD configur-
ation mechanisms adapting to different traffic loads in
heterogeneous wireless networks [13–15]. (4) Mecha-
nisms of resource management and allocation for co-
existing FDD and TDD systems [16, 17].

2.2 Previous work of LBPS
In LBPS (load-based power saving), traffic flows are
assumed to be Poisson for the benefit of multiplexing
property in traffic modelling. As illustrated in Fig. 1,
the load of the downlink traffic for UE1 is estimated
and is used to calculate the length of the sleep period.
Two threshold parameters are defined in LBPS: Data_
TH and Prob_TH. LBPS calculates the length of the
sleep period for UE1 (i.e., K time units as displayed in
Fig. 1) such that the amount of data accumulation ex-
ceeds Data_TH with a probability higher than Prob_
TH. In order to maintain a balance between power-sav-
ing efficiency and delay performance, the value of
Data_TH is suggested to be the amount of data that
can be transmitted in an LTE subframe. Moreover,
Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) was used for estimat-
ing the capacity of a subframe [4, 5].
Three LBPS schemes, that is, LBPS-Aggr, LBPS-Split,

and LBPS-Merge, were designed to multiplex multiple
UEs in sleep scheduling. As the most basic scheme,

LBSP-Aggr aggregates the traffic flows of all UEs in
determining the length of the sleep period and all
UEs are synchronized in the sleep pattern. The en-
hanced scheme of LBPS-Split tries to split the UEs
into different groups in sleep scheduling in order to
lengthen the sleep period and increase power-saving
efficiency. On the other hand, LBPS-Merge initially
treats each UE as a single-member group and merges
some of the groups until a feasible sleep schedule is
found. It’s worth mentioning that the length of the
sleep period for each group in LBSP-Merge is set as a
power of 2 (subframes) for an efficient check on the
schedulability in sleep scheduling. For details of LBPS
schemes, please refer to our previous work [3, 4].
The three LBPS schemes mentioned above were

originally designed for LTE-FDD with the assumption
that every subframe is available in a continuous manner.
However, the assumption is no longer valid in the mode
of TDD since the availability of subframes for DL and
UL transmission depends on the TDD configuration.
Therefore, in order for the LBPS schemes to be effect-
ively applied to LTE-TDD, the idea of Virtual Time was
proposed by the authors [5]. In the domain of virtual
time, the subframes (virtual subframes) are available in a
continuous manner so that the LBPS schemes can oper-
ate without any modification. That is, for LTE-TDD, the
sleep schedule in the domain of virtual time is first
determined by LBPS schemes and then mapped to the
actual time. Three mapping mechanisms were investi-
gated in the authors’ previous work: 1-to-all mapping,
continuous mapping, and 1-to-1 first mapping. We have
found that 1-to-1 first mapping performs better than the
other two methods in power saving.

3 Proposed integrated sleep scheduling
3.1 Basic idea
As shown in Fig. 2, we focus on the network environ-
ment in which multiple RNs (denoted by RN1 ~ RNn,
and n is the number of RNs) are under the same DeNB,
and a number of UEs are associated with each RN. The
TDD configuration on the backhaul link is denoted by
Config-B. The TDD configuration for each of the access
link (denoted by A1~An) is denoted by Config-Ai. The
idea of Virtual Time from the authors’ previous work is
adopted in this paper in order for the proposed schemes
to be applied easily for the combination of RN and
TDD. Based on the calculation of virtual subframe
capacity (denoted by VSC) for both the backhaul link
and the access links, two strategies for designing the
integrated sleep schedule, namely, top-down and bottom-
up, are considered.
In the top-down strategy, the load as well as the

channel quality on the backhaul link are first consid-
ered to determine the sleep pattern for all RNs, and

Table 2 Backhaul and access link TDD configuration in LTE-A

Backhaul link
configuration

Access link
configuration

Subframe no.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1 D U

1 U D

2 D U D

3 U D D

4 U D U D

5 2 U D

6 D U

7 U D D

8 D U D

9 U D D D

10 D U D D

11 3 U D D

12 U D D D

13 4 U D

14 U D D

15 U D D

16 U D D D

17 U D D D D

18 6 U D
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then the sleep pattern for UEs under each RN is de-
cided accordingly. On the contrary, the load and the
channel quality on the access links are first consid-
ered and then integrated to the sleep schedule on the
backhaul link. Three top-down schemes, denoted by
TD-Aggr, TD-Split, and TD-Merge, and three bottom-
up schemes, denoted by BU-Aggr, BU-Split, and BU-
Merge, are proposed in this paper. In the following
sections, VSC calculation, top-down schemes, bottom-
up schemes, and the mapping mechanisms are pre-
sented respectively.

3.2 Calculation of virtual subframe capacity
The operation of the proposed LBPS schemes in the
domain of virtual time is based on the calculation of

virtual subframe capacity, which is used in setting the
value of Data_TH as well as in estimating the length
of the sleep period. The radio resource in a virtual
subframe comes from the available radio resource ac-
cording to the TDD configuration. For instance, as
displayed in Fig. 3, the total amount of DL radio re-
source on the backhaul link for Configuration 17 is
four DL subframes, i.e., subframe 4, 7, 8, and 9. The
total radio resource of the four subframes is equally
allocated to each virtual subframe.
Moreover, the resource sharing constraint of type 1

RN indicates that a DL subframe cannot be used by
the backhaul link and the access link at the same
time, and we assume that the backhaul link has a
higher priority to use the DL radio resource than the
access links. Hence, the DL resource that can be used

Fig. 1 Load-based power saving—the load of the downlink traffic for UE1 which is estimated and is used to calculate the length of the
sleep period

Fig. 2 Proposed integrated sleeping scheduling for RNs and UEs—the idea of virtual time is adopted in this paper in order for the proposed
schemes to be applied easily for the combination of RN and TDD
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for transmission on the access link should exclude
the same resource that are assigned on the backhaul
link. That is, the average number of subframe on an
access link is calculated as the total number of DL
subframe in the TDD configuration minus the ex-
pected number of the same subframes used on the
backhaul link. VSC for the backhaul link (denoted by
VSCBk) and VSC for the access links (denoted by
VSCAi) is calculated according to the average number
of subframe that can be used on the link, as pre-
sented in the following.

VSCBk ¼ 1
10

Avg: subframe capacity of Bkð Þ
� #DL subframes in Config‐Bð Þ ð1Þ

VSCAi ¼ 1
10

Avg: subrame capacity of Aið Þ
� Avg:#DL subframe in Aið Þ ð2Þ

Avg: #DL subframes in Aið Þ ¼ #DL subframes in Config‐Aið Þ
− #Same DL subframes used by Bkð Þ � Backhaul Utilizationð Þ

Backhaul Utilizationð Þ ¼ Total DL Input Load
Total DL Capacity of Bk

ð3Þ
For instance, given Configuration 17 for the back-

haul link (and therefore Configuration 4 for each ac-
cess link Ai), “#DL subframes in Config-B” is 4 and
“#DL subframes in Config-Ai” is 8. In this paper, the
special subframe is seen as a DL subframe for simpli-
city, and therefore, “#Same DL subframes used by Bk”
is 4. The average subframe capacity (Avg. Subframe
Capacity of Bk and Ai) is calculated according to the
total system bandwidth, the bandwidth used by the
control channels, and the link quality [4]. In the fol-
lowing, proposed top-down and bottom-up schemes

are presented and the notations used are summarized
in Table 3. Note that we assume the RNs are appro-
priately positioned so that there is no interference
among the relay cells, and therefore, the sleep sched-
ule on each access link can be decided independently.

3.3 Top-down LBPS schemes
The first step in the top-down schemes is determin-
ing the sleep schedule of all RNs on the backhaul link
according to the load and VSCBk. The second step is
determining the sleep schedule of each RN and the
attached UEs on the access link. Three top-down
LBPS schemes of TD-Aggr, TD-Split, and TD-Merge
are designed and explained as follows.
In the first step, the sleep cycle length for each RN

on the backhaul link is calculated according to VSCBk

and each RN’s DL load (λi). All RNs are treated as a
group in the sleep schedule in TD-Aggr, and a num-
ber of groups is made in TD-Split and TD-Merge to
increase the sleep cycle length. The threshold of data
accumulation is set as virtual subframe capacity on
the backhaul link, i.e., Data_TH = VSCBk. Figure 4
illustrates the examples of the first step in the three
top-down schemes. The sleep patterns obtained in the
first step merely indicates the behavior of RNs on the
backhaul link that is integrated with the behavior of
RN on the access link in the second step in order to
decide the final sleep pattern.
Based on the result from the first step, the second step

for the three top-down schemes is similar. Each RN
needs to estimate the number of subframes required for
transmitting the accumulated DL data to its attached
UEs within one sleep cycle. The estimated number of
subframes NAi on access link Ai is calculated by dividing
the amount of accumulated data at RNi by the virtual
subframe capacity of Ai (VSCAi). Since in the first step,
the amount of accumulated data for a sleep group in
one cycle is the capacity of one virtual subframe on the
backhaul link (VSCBk), the amount of accumulated data
at each RNi in one sleep cycle is calculated by weighting

Fig. 3 The idea of virtual time—the operation of the proposed LBPS
schemes in the domain of virtual time is based on the calculation of
virtual subframe capacity, which is used in setting the value of
Data_TH as well as in estimating the length of the sleep period

Table 3 Notations used in the proposed schemes

Notation Definition(unit)

VSCBk Backhaul subframe capacity (bit per subframe)

VSCAi Subframe capacity for access link Ai of RNi

(bit per subframe)

λi DL arrival rate for RNi (bit per subframe)

NAi Estimated number of virtual subframe for RNi

to transmit accumulated DL data to UEs in a sleep cycle

NBk-Ai Estimated number of virtual subframe for DeNB
to transmit the accumulated DL data to RNi on
the backhaul link in a sleep cycle

DataAcci Estimated amount of accumulated DL data for RNi

in a given cycle time (bit)
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the load of RNi (λi) over the total load of all RNs in the
same group. Calculation of NAi is presented in the
following equation.

NAi ¼

λiP
∀RNj in the same group of RNi

λ j

 !

� VSCBk

VSCAi

2

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

3

7
7
7
7
7
7
7

ð4Þ

Finally, schedulability check for each access link is per-
formed by the following condition: if (1+NAi) ≤ the cycle
length of RNi, a workable sleep schedule is found for Ai,
meaning that the cycle length of RNi is big enough for it
to receive data from DeNB (with 1 virtual subframe) and
transmit data to UEs (with NAi virtual subframes). For
example, given NAi = 2 in Fig. 5, the UEs under RNi are
separated into two groups in the sleep schedule, and
there are 3 virtual subframes in total for RNi to be awake
for operation. If any of the access links fails to pass the
schedulability check, the LBPS scheme ends with no
power saving for all RNs and UEs in the virtual time
domain.

3.4 Bottom-up LBPS schemes
The first step in the bottom-up schemes is to collect the
sleep pattern suggested by each access link. Since differ-
ent access link may have a different sleep pattern, the

second step is to find a proper sleep cycle that can ac-
commodate all RNs, which may lead to the adjustment
of the sleep pattern on some access links. Therefore, the
bottom-up schemes are more complicated than the top-
down schemes. Three bottom-up schemes, namely, BU-
Aggr, BU-Split, and BU-Merge, are proposed as
explained in the following.
In BU-Aggr, the first step is to calculate the sleep

cycle length for each access link based on the original
LBPS-Aggr algorithm. The second step is to set the
common sleep cycle length K* as the minimal cycle
length among the access links and re-estimate the ac-
cumulated amount of data for each access link and
check the schedulability for each RN and the schedul-
ability for DeNB on the backhaul link. For each RN,
it is schedulable if the cycle length K* is larger than
the total number of subframes required for the RN to
receive data from DeNB and to transmit the data to
UEs. For DeNB, it is schedulable if the cycle length
K* is larger than the total number of subframes re-
quired to transmit the accumulated data to all RNs in
a cycle. If any of the schedulability check fails, BU-
Aggr fails to find a feasible integrated sleep schedule
for all RNs and UEs. The algorithm of BU-Aggr is
displayed in Fig. 6.
The original algorithm of LBPS-Split splits the UEs

into as many groups as possible in order to increase
power-saving efficiency. However, in the first step of

Fig. 4 First step in the top-down schemes—the first step in the top-down schemes is determining the sleep schedule of all RNs on the backhaul link
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BU-Split, the number of UE groups under each RN is
limited by the constraint that the cycle length must be
large enough for the RN to receive accumulated data
from DeNB as well as transmit the data to all UE groups
in a cycle. In the second step of BU-Split, the final cycle
length for all RNs is set as the minimal cycle length
among RNs from the first step, and the group number
of UEs under each RN is adjusted accordingly. As in
BU-Aggr, the schedulability check for each RN and the
schedulability check for DeNB on the backhaul link
must be successful in order to have a feasible integrated
sleep schedule for all RNs and UEs. The algorithm of
BU-Split is displayed in Fig. 7, in which the Step 2 of
BU-Split is the same as the Step 2 of BU-Aggr.
The basic idea of LBPS-Merge is to allow different

cycle lengths for different groups in the sleep sched-
ule, and the cycle length must be a power of 2 for
efficient schedulability check. Based on the algorithm

of LBPS-Merge, the first step in the proposed
scheme of BU-Merge is to determine the cycle
length of the UE groups for each access link. For
each RN and its access link, schedulability check is
performed in each iteration of the merge process to
make sure a feasible sleep schedule can be found to
accommodate the subframes required for the RN to
receive data from DeNB and the subframes required
for the RN to transmit data to the UE groups. When
the first step is finished, the cycle length of each RN
is determined, which may be different from the cycle
length of other RNs. In the second step, the final
cycle length is set as the maximal cycle length
among RNs, and the schedulability on the backhaul
link must be passed in order to have enough sub-
frames for DeNB to transmit the accumulated data
to all RNs in a cycle. The algorithm of BU-Merge is
displayed in Fig. 8.

Fig. 6 Algorithm of BU-Aggr—the algorithm detail for BU-Aggr scheme

Fig. 5 Second step in the top-down schemes—the second step for the three top-down schemes is similar. Each RN needs to estimate the
number of subframes required for transmitting the accumulated DL data to its attached UEs within one sleep cycle
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3.5 Mapping mechanism
Mapping from a virtual subframe to the actual sub-
frame(s) depends on how the available radio resource
in a TDD configuration is allocated to the virtual sub-
frame. In the authors’ previous work [5], two methods
of resource allocation were investigated, namely, con-
tinuous mapping and 1-to-1 first mapping. In continu-
ous mapping, the available radio resource is allocated
to each virtual subframe with an equal share in a con-
tinuous manner. An example of continuous mapping
for TDD configuration 4 (C4) is given in Fig. 9a. 1-to-1
first mapping goes for 1-to-1 mapping first and com-
bine the remainder resource for allocation, as shown in
Fig. 9b. Simulation results in our previous work showed
that 1-to-1 first mapping performs better than continu-
ous mapping in power saving for the LTE network
without RNs.

With the presence of type 1 RNs under the DeNB,
there is one more issue to be dealt with. There are two
different jobs for the RN in the two-hop transmission
of DL: receiving data from the DeNB on the backhaul
link and transmitting data to UEs on the access link.
The two jobs of RN are scheduled in different virtual
subframes by the proposed LBPS schemes, but as illus-
trated in Fig. 10, different virtual subframes could pos-
sibly be mapped to the same actual subframe and
therefore only one of the two jobs can be done by the
RN. We call the problem RN collision. The number of
RN collisions should be reduced since it lowers RN’s
performance and may result in unexpected conse-
quence. As presented in Section 4 of performance
evaluation, 1-to-1 first mapping outperforms continu-
ous mapping in terms of fewer RN collisions and
achieves higher power-saving efficiency.

Fig. 8 Algorithm of BU-Merge—the algorithm detail for BU-Merge scheme

Fig. 7 Algorithm of BU-Split—the algorithm detail for BU-Split scheme
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4 Simulation results and discussion
Simulation study was used to compare the performance
of the proposed schemes. There are 6 RNs and 240 UEs
in total under the DeNB. Two types of load distribution
are investigated: equal load and hot spot. In equal load,
there is the same number of UEs under each RN, i.e., 40
UEs. In hot spot, 80% of UEs is attached to 2 RNs, and
20% of UEs is attached to the other 4 RNs, i.e., two RNs
are each with 96 UEs and four RNs are each with 12
UEs. A standard-based scheme, denoted by Std-DRX, is
also included in the simulation. Simulation parameters
are listed in Table 4.

4.1 Comparison of the mapping mechanisms
In order to compare the two mapping mechanisms, con-
tinuous mapping and 1-to-1 first mapping, TD-Aggr is
selected as the sleep scheduling scheme and the values of
CQI for the backhaul link and the access links are fixed.
Two performance criteria are defined for comparison: RN
collision ratio and power-saving efficiency (denoted by PSE).

RN collision ratio is defined as the ratio of RN’s awake sub-
frames with the problem of RN collision as explained in
Section 3.5. PSE is defined as the ratio of time for RN/UE
in the sleep mode. Figures 11 and 12 show the results of
RN collision ratio and PSE for TD-Aggr under the case of
backhaul link CQI = 15 and access link CQI = 13. Another
set of results under the case of backhaul link CQI = 10 and
access link CQI = 9 is displayed in Figs. 13 and 14. The fig-
ures show that 1-to-1 first mapping can achieve lower RN
collision ratio and higher PSE than continuous mapping.
We conclude that 1-to-1 first mapping is a better mapping
mechanism and is adopted for the following simulations.

4.2 Results under equal load
In this section, we compare the performance of the pro-
posed schemes under equal load. The backhaul link CQI
is randomly selected from 10 to 15, and the access link
CQI is randomly selected from 7 to 9 in the simulation.
PSE of RN and UE of the proposed top-down schemes
as well as the contrast scheme Std-DRX is displayed in
Fig. 15. The average delay of downlink transmission for

Fig. 10 The problem of RN collision—different virtual subframes could possibly be mapped to the same actual subframe and therefore only one
of the two jobs can be done by the RN. We call the problem RN collision

Fig. 9 Continuous mapping vs. 1-to-1 first mapping for C4—mapping example for Table 1
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the top-down schemes is displayed in Fig. 16. PSE and
the average delay of the bottom-up schemes are dis-
played in Figs. 17 and 18. Some observations can be
made from the figures:

(1) Proposed schemes are better than the contrast
scheme of Std-DRX in terms of RN’s PSE as well as
UE’s PSE, and in terms of the average delay, which
shows the benefit of regulated sleep scheduling.

(2) Among top-down schemes, TD-Split and TD-
Merge outperform TD-Aggr in terms of RN’s and

UE’s PSE, which shows the benefit of grouping in
sleep scheduling. However, as displayed in Fig. 16,
higher PSE results in higher average delays.
Similarly, BU-Split and BU-Merge achieve higher
PSE than BU-Aggr at the cost of higher delays.

(3) The worst case of TD-Split and TD-Merge is
making all RNs in a group as in TD-Aggr;
therefore, the boundary condition for the three
top-down schemes is the same, i.e., UE’s PSE = 0.5
and RN’s PSE = 0.2 as displayed in Fig. 15, in
which the UEs awake 5 out of 10 subframes for
receiving data from the RN, and the RNs awake 8
out of 10 subframes for receiving data from the
DeNB (3 subframes) and transmitting data to the
UEs (5 subframes). The same boundary condition
applies to the bottom-up schemes.

(4) The mechanism of splitting (TD-Split) results in
similar RN’s and UE’s PSE as the mechanism of
merging (TD-Merge) in the top-down approach,
but BU-Split outperforms BU-Merge as the input
load reaches 19.2 Mbps as displayed in Fig. 17. The
main reason is the cycle length in BU-Merge needs
to be a power of 2 which usually leads to the
reduction of the cycle length and therefore it’s
more likely to fail in schedulability check.

In order to compare the top-down approach with the
bottom-up approach under equal load, Figs. 19, 20, and 21
display PSE of counterpart schemes in both approaches. It

Table 4 Simulation parameters

System bandwidth 20 MHz (#RB = 100)

(#RN, #UE) (6, 240)

Load distribution Equal load, hot spot

Backhaul link quality CQI 10~15

Access link quality CQI 7~9

TDD configuration C17 (C4 for access links)

Packet size 800 bits

LBPS schemes parameters

Data_TH Threshold of data accumulation

Prob_TH 0.8

Contrast scheme Std-DRX parameters

On duration = 1 ms, inactivity timer = 40 ms,
short DRX cycle = 80ms, short cycle timer = 1, long DRX cycle = 160 ms

Fig. 11 RN collision of TD-Aggr—TD-Aggr RN collision simulation results with backhaul CQI = 15 and access CQI = 13
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is shown that BU-Aggr and BU-Split outperform their
counterpart top-down schemes. However, BU-Merge does
not outperform TD-Merge as the input load is higher than
19.2 Mbps. To summarize, BU-Split is the best scheme
under equal load.

4.3 Results under hot spot
Figures 22 and 23 display the results of PSE for the
proposed schemes under hot spot. TD-Merge is the
best scheme in terms of RN’s PSE among top-down
schemes, showing the benefit of allowing different

Fig. 12 PSE of TD-Aggr—TD-Aggr PSE simulation results with backhaul CQI = 15 and access CQI = 13

Fig. 13 RN collision of TD-Aggr—TD-Aggr RN collision simulation results with backhaul CQI = 10 and access CQI = 9
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cycle length for different RN. On the other hand, as
shown in Fig. 23, BU-Split is the best scheme among
the bottom-up schemes. PSE of the top-down schemes
and their counterpart bottom-up schemes is compared
in Figs. 24, 25, and 26. These figures show that the
bottom-up schemes do not always outperform their

counterpart top-down schemes, since under hot spot
the two RNs with heavier load place a bottleneck in
schedulability check as the input load increases in the
bottom-up approach. To summarize, BU-Split is still
the best scheme in terms of PSE for most cases under
hot spot.

Fig. 14 PSE of TD-Aggr—TD-Aggr PSE simulation results with backhaul CQI = 10 and access CQI = 9

Fig. 15 PSE of top-down schemes—top-down PSE simulation results with equal load
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4.4 Discussion on complexity and performance
Since the six proposed schemes are based on the three
previously proposed LBPS schemes of LBPS-Aggr, LBPS-
Merge, and LBPS-Split, understanding the characteristics
of the LBPS schemes is the key for complexity analysis.
LBPS-Aggr treats scheduling objects (RNs or UEs) as a

single entity in sleep scheduling, by which the final sleep
schedule can be determined in just one iteration of com-
putation. On the other hand, LBPS-Split and LBPS-Merge
require multiple iterations by splitting or merging objects
to determine the final schedule. Starting from a single
group containing all objects, LBPS-Split gradually reduces

Fig. 17 PSE of bottom-up schemes—bottom-up PSE Simulation results with equal load

Fig. 16 Delay of top-down schemes—top-down delay simulation results with equal load
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the group size until a feasible schedule is found. The max-
imum number of iterations in LBPS-Split is equal to the
number of objects as the group size in the final schedule is
reduced to one. In the opposite direction of LBPS-Split,
LBPS-Merge starts from group size one and merges

groups until a feasible schedule is found. In each iteration
of LBPS-Merge, the number of groups is reduced to a half
of the previous one. Therefore, the maximum number of
iterations is log2(m), where m is the total number of
scheduling objects.

Fig. 19 TD-Aggr vs. BU-Aggr—TD-Aggr and BU-Aggr comparison with equal load

Fig. 18 Delay of bottom-up schemes—bottom-up delay simulation results with equal load
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The first step in the top-down schemes of TD-Aggr,
TD-Merge, and TD-Split is similar to their corre-
sponding predecessor. The second step in the three
top-down schemes is similar and requires only one it-
eration per RN to determine the final schedule on

each access link. Therefore, assuming the number of
RNs under the DeNB is m, the maximum number of
iterations in total for each of the top-down schemes
is 1 +m for TD-Aggr, log2(m) +m for TD-Merge, and
m +m for TD-Split.

Fig. 21 TD-Merge vs. BU-Merge—TD-Merge and BU-Merge comparison with equal load

Fig. 20 TD-Split vs. BU-Split—TD-Split and BU-Split comparison with equal load
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The first step in the bottom-up schemes of BU-Aggr,
BU-Merge, and BU-Split is similar to their corresponding
predecessor. Note that the first step in the bottom-up
schemes is applied to each access link. The second step in
the three bottom-up schemes is similar and requires only

one iteration. Therefore, assuming the number of UEs
under each RN is n (and the number of RNs is m), the
maximum number of iterations in total for each of the
bottom-up schemes is m + 1 for BU-Aggr, mlog2(n) + 1
for BU-Merge, and mn + 1 for BU-Split.

Fig. 23 PSE of bottom-up schemes—Bottom-up PSE simulation results with hot spot

Fig. 22 PSE of top-down schemes—Top-down PSE simulation results with hot spot
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Fig. 25 TD-Split vs. BU-Split—TD-Split and BU-Split comparison with hot spot

Fig. 24 TD-Aggr vs. BU-Aggr—TD-Aggr and BU-Aggr comparison with hot spot
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A summary of complexity analysis for the proposed
schemes is displayed in Table 5. In addition, performance
data from the simulation study is also included in the table,
in which TD-Aggr is selected as the baseline for perform-
ance normalization, and only the maximum figure for the
other schemes is displayed. The complexity of the pro-
posed schemes is in the following order: TD-Aggr = BU-
Aggr < TD-Merge < TD-Split < BU-Merge < BU-Split.
Two concluding remarks can be made from Table 5.
Firstly, BU-Split achieves the highest PSE among the pro-
posed schemes, but its computational cost and delay
performance are much higher than the others. Secondly,
BU-Aggr and TD-Merge are good candidates to provide a
better balance between the computational cost and the
performance.

5 Conclusion
This paper is focused on the energy-saving issue for the
LTE-A network with relay nodes (RN) in time division
duplex (TDD) is addressed. By extending the previous
work of load-based power saving, we propose integrated
sleep scheduling schemes covering RNs and UEs under
the top-down and bottom-up strategies. Three top-down
schemes, namely TD-Aggr, TD-Split, and TD-Merge,
and three bottom-up schemes, namely, BU-Aggr, BU-
Split, and BU-Merge, are proposed. In order for the pro-
posed schemes to operate in TDD, the idea of virtual
time is adopted. Given the TDD configuration, calcula-
tion of virtual subframe capacity as well as the mapping
schemes from the virtual time to the actual time are pre-
sented. Two mapping schemes from the virtual time to

Table 5 Complexity analysis and performance comparison

Complexity (# of iterations in the worst case) Performance (under equal load)

First step Second step per RN Total RN’s PSE UE’s PSE Delay

TD-Aggr 1 1 1 +m 1 1 1

TD-Merge log2(m) 1 log2(m) +m 2.0 1.34 1.95

TD-Split m 1 m +m 2.06 1.39 1.97

First step per RN Second step

BU-Aggr 1 1 m + 1 1.92 1.34 1.81

BU-Merge log2(n) 1 mlog2(n) + 1 2.16 1.59 2.41

BU-Split n 1 mn + 1 2.33 1.61 5.12

Note: m is the number of RNs under the DeNB, and n is the number of UEs under each RN

Fig. 26 TD-Merge vs. BU-Merge—TD-Merge and BU-Merge comparison with hot spot
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the actual time, namely, 1-to-1 first mapping and con-
tinuous mapping, are proposed for the two-hop down-
link transmission. Simulation study shows that 1-to-1
first mapping results in fewer RN collisions and achieves
higher power-saving efficiency. It also shows that the six
proposed schemes outperform the standard DRX
scheme in terms of power-saving as well as the average
delay. Moreover, TD-Split and BU-Split outperforms the
other schemes in the same strategy in terms of power-
saving but at the cost of larger average delay. On the
other hand, bottom-up schemes outperform their coun-
terpart top-down schemes. Moreover, the tradeoff
between the computational cost and the performance
for the proposed schemes is discussed in the paper. We
conclude that BU-Split is the best scheme in power
saving but with much higher computational cost. TD-
Merge and BU-Aggr can provide a better balance
between the processing overhead and the performance.
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